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Abstract

We have augmented the N zXSA I)C-8 AIRSAR instrument with a pair of C-band antennas displaced across

track to form an interferomc.ter sensitive to topographic variations of the Earth's surface. The antennas were

developed by the Italian consortium Co.Ri.S.T.A., under contract to the Italian Space Agency (ASI), while
the AIRSAR instrument and modifications to it supporting TOPSAR were sponsored by NASA. A new

data processor was developed al JPl. for producing the topographic maps, and a second processor was
developed at Co.Ri.S.T.A. All the results presented below were processed at JPL. During the 1991 DC-8

flight campaign, data were acquired over several sites in the United States and Europe, and topographic

maps were produced from several of the.se flight lines. Analysis of the results indicate that statistical errors

arc. in the 2-3 m range for flat terrain and in the 4-5 m range for mountainous areas.

Introduction

We have implemented an intcrferometric synthetic aperture radar system for topographic mapping ap-

plications (TOPSAR) on the NASA DC-8 aircraft. NASA /,JPI_ currently operates a multifrequency (P,

I_, and C bands), multipolarimetric radar (AIRSAR) on board this aircraft.. The TOPSAR implementa-

tion uses much of the existing AIRSAR hardware, although several modifications were required to optimize
performance in the topographic mapping mode. When in use, TOPSAR effectively replaces the C-band

polarimeter irlstrument, but the rernaining I,- and P-band systems are undisturbed and operate together

with the topographic mapper; therelore the combined instrument produces simultarleous L- and P-band

fully polarimetric plus C-band VV polarization backscattc'r images in addition to the topographic product.

In this paper we /irst describe our imph'menta_tion, including systcrn design parameters, required mod-
ifications to the. existing AIIKSAR hardware, and new anterma design. Wc then discuss data processing

strategy and display some example interfl'.romctric images, l:inally, we analyze" an image acquired over Ft.

Irwin, Calilornia, in tc.rms of heighl accuracy.

Background

Intcrferornc'tric radar has been been proposed and successflllly demonslrated a.s a topographic mapping

technique by Graham [1], Zebke.r and Goldstein [2], and CabrM and eoldstein [3]. Two distinct imple-

mentation approaches have been discussed for topographic radar interferometers which differ in how the

interferomctric baseline is formed. In one case a single antenna and radar system illuminates a given surface

at two different times but with nearly the same viewing geometry, forming a synthe.tic interferometer. This

case has bc.en imph.'mented both from spacebornc platforms (see, for example, Goldstcin et al., [4]) and also

from aircraft (Gray and Farris-Manning [5]). In the second approach the baseline is forme.d by two physical
anlennas which illuminate a give.n area on the ground simultaneously. This is the approach used originally

by Graham [1] and also by Zebkcr and G'ohtstein [2] lor the NASA CV-990 radar; i, is the approach used
h(_rc.

Review of theory

Consid(:r a set of two antennas A1 and A2 as shown in figure 1. The surface topography is given by z(y),
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h is theaircraftaltitude,thebaselinedistanceis B, therangeto apointonthegroundis p, the look angle

0, and the angle of the baseline with respect to horizontal is c_. Radar echoes are transmitted from antenna

A1 and received simultaneously at A1 and A2, thus the difference in path lengths is 6, which depends on the

baseline distance, baseline angle, range, look angle, and the height of the point z(y). The measured phase of

the interferometer is directly proportional to this distance, with the constant of proportionality _. A little

algebra and geometry yield the following equations for height as a function of these parameters:

6 = --A¢ (1)
2_

sin(a - 0) (P + 5)2 - p2 _ B2= (2)
2pB

z(y) = h - p cos _ cos(a - 0) - psin c_sin(c_ - 0) (3)

where ¢ is the measured phase, and A is tile wavelength.

Differentiation of (1-3) yields the error in height estimate as a function of the error in phase estimate:

Ap
ah = _ [sin c_ -- cos c_tan(c_ -- O)]a¢ (4)

where ah and a¢ are the standard deviations of height and phase, respectively.

There exists an optinmm baseline distance that minimizes the total height error [Rodriguez and Martin,

6]; this optimum is quite broad and for high (> l0 dB) signal to noise ratio systems can be anywhere in the
range of 0.2 - 0.8 of the critical value which may be calculated by ( Zebker and Villasenor [7]):

Ap

Bc = _- tan 0 (5)

where /?v is the slant range resolution. Note that this equation differs from that of Zebker and Villasenor by
a factor of 2 cos 0 sin 0 as they were restricted to horizontal baselines, used the ground rather than slant range

resolution, and assumed a single antenna in repeat-track configuration rather than two physical antennas as

we use in TOPSAR. Another significant error source results from errors in knowledge of the aircraft attitude,

the most important component of which is roll angle, which in our system translates directly to an error in

look angle. Again differentiation yields

ah = psin Oao (6)

Thus, good motion compensation is a prerequisite of any practical system.

TOPSAR design

Several TOPSAR system parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. TOPSAR radar system parameters

Parameter TOPSAR value

Peak power, watts

Pulse rate, llz

Pulse length, # sec

Antenna length, m

Antenna width, m

Antenna gain, dB
Range bandwidth, MHz

Receiver noise temperature, K
Antenna baseline, m

Baseline angle (a), dcg

1000
600 nominal

5.0

1.6

0.11

25

40
2100

2.58

62.77

Given the baseline separation and the signal to noise ratio we can then analyze performance of the

interferometer. Figure 2 ( Li and Goldstein [81, Zebker and Villasenor [7]) gives the expected phase error as
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a functionof signalto noiseratioandnumberoflooksfora radarinterferometer.Thuswemayexpecta
phaseerrorof3.3° if thedataareprocessedto 16looksassuminganSNRof13dB,whichimpliesastatistical
errorof 1.50m in heightprecision.Knowledgeof theroll angleis alsoneededforaccuratedatareduction.
At presentoursystemcancorrectforattitudeerrorsto the0.015° level,which(6)impliesaheighterrorof
1.9m.

Figure3showsasetofdataacquiredoverFortIrwinin theMojaveDesertinCalifornia.Thedatashown
representgroundcoordinaterectifiedtopographicmapsin whichthecolorcontourintervalis 6m, thusone
trip aroundthecolorwheelcorrespondsto 96mforour16entrycolortable.Thespatialresolutionis 10m.
TheaccuracyofthemapobtainedoverFt. Irwinisdescribedin thenextsection.

Verification procedure

Verificationofthismappingtechniqueinvolvescomparingtheradar-derivedheightmapwithpre-existing
high-resolutiondigitalelevationmodels(DEMs)andcharacterizingthedifferences.Comparisonwasdone
onadatasetfromtile Ft. Irwinareain CaliforniausingtheUSGS7.5'DEMwith30m gridspacingand
7 m rmsheighterror.Figures4 showsasamplecutthroughtheDEMandradar-generatedterrainmaps,
andthedifferencebetweenthemis shownin theupperpartof thefigure.It is clearfromexaminationof
thisfigurethat theerrorisdominatedbydifferencesin areasof highrelief,andis causedbothbyerrorsin
overallcross-trackslopeandbypositionerrors.
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1. TOPSAR geometry. Radar echoes are transmitted from an-

tenna A1 mad received simultaneously at A1 and A2. The phase

difference of the two echoes is proportional to the difference in

path lengths (5, which depends on the baseline distance B, base-

line angle a,, range fl, look angle 0, aircraft altitude h, and the

height of the point z(y).
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2. Sensitivity of phase standard deviation to signal-to-noise ratio

and number of looks in processor. Increasing number of looks is

an effective means to reduce statistical variation, especially for

the first 8 looks or so.
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3. Topographic data acquired over Fort Irwin in the Mojave

Desert in CMifornia. The data shown represent ground coor-

dinate rectified topographic maps in which the color contour

interval is 6 m.

4. DEM / radar map height difference from the Fort Irwin data.
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